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Abstract

This paper investigates digital fingerprinting problems involving millions of users and a handful of
colluders. In such problems the rate of the fingerprinting code is well below capacity, and the use of
fingerprinting codes with large minimum distance emerges as a natural design. However decoding is a
formidable computational problem. We investigate a design based on a Reed-Solomon outer code modu-
lated onto an orthonormal constellation, and the Guruswami-Sudan decoding algorithm. We analyze the
potential and limitations of this scheme. In the second part of this paper, we apply this code to a blind
image fingerprinting problem, using a linear cancellation technique for embedding in the wavelet domain.
Performance is assessed using Monte-Carlo simulations, and significant improvements are obtained over
previous blind image fingerprinting algorithms.

1 Introduction

In multimedia distribution, the same content is delivered to many users. Several users may collude and
construct a pirated copy, or forgery, and illegally redistribute it. To take sanctions against illegal redistri-
butions, we want to be able to trace the forgery back to one or more colluders. Digital fingerprinting can
be used to embed a distinct signature (fingerprint) in each user’s copy, without perceptually modifying the
host. The colluders may use several kinds of attacks, including averaging of their copies. They may also use
interleaving, where each user contributes parts of his marked copy to construct the forgery. Following the
averaging or interleaving operation, the pirates may add a low-level noise to further impair detectability of
their signatures without degrading content quality too much. The signature may be viewed as an encoded
bitstring representing a particular user. While codes resilient to noise exist, it remains a challenging research
to design tracing algorithms that are robust against collusion attacks and have reasonably low execution
time.

Existing fingerprinting codes present one or more disadvantages. They may be either too long to be im-
perceptibly embedded into small multimedia contents such as images or be unable to accommodate enough
users, preventing their application to large-scale multimedia distribution. We briefly overview existing de-
signs. For finite alphabets, Barg et al. [1], Silverberg et al. [2], and Fernandez and Soriano [3] studied
codes with large minimum distance (such as Reed-Solomon codes) and good traceability properties. Their
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codes are based upon the Boneh-Shaw marking assumption and not on distortion considerations; as such,
they are not directly applicable to media fingerprinting. For such applications, Trappe et al. [4] introduced
Anti-Collusion Codes (ACC). These codes are easy to implement but no performance guarantees were given
in terms of minimum distance or resilience to noise. Performance was illustrated using a code of length
N = 10, 000 which can accommodate 20 users and resist up to 3 colluders. He and Wu [5, 6] proposed a joint
coding-embedding scheme based on Reed-Solomon codes. The design in [5] assumes a small number of users
(1024 in their computer simulation) in which case the demodulation is done by soft or hard decoding of each
symbol and then a brute force search identifies one colluder. In [6], the number of users is much larger (16
million) but the code is very long (260 Mbits). The application of interest was video fingerprinting with up
to 100 colluders.

The first goal of this paper is to study fingerprinting codes with a very large number of users and
provably good performance under mean-square distortion constraints. Our designs are motivated by results
from [7, 8] which provided performance bounds for expurgated Gaussian codes under arbitrary nonlinear
attacks (subject to mean-square distortion constraints). Such codes are nearly spherical, i.e., they have large
minimum distance. The practical challenge is to design codes that perform close to the theoretical bounds
yet are practical and can be decoded efficiently. Our design is described and analyzed below.

The second goal of this paper is to investigate the applicability of such codes to blind image fingerprint
problems, where the host signal is not available to the decoder. While additive embedding methods could
be used (as in [4]), such methods are incapable of rejecting host-signal interference at the decoder and hence
perform significantly below fundamental performance limits [9]. In this paper we investigate a linear signal
cancellation technique, which requires short fingerprinting codes, performs very well for low-rate applications
and is easy to implement. Using this approach we obtain perfect rejection of host-signal interference at the
decoder.

2 Modulated Reed-Solomon Fingerprinting Code

In order to design a code that would be both short and able to accomodate many users, we propose the
following construction. We choose a [n, k] Reed-Solomon outer code over the Galois field GF(q) with dimen-
sion k � n and maximal length n = q − 1. This code is modulated onto an orthonormal q-dimensional
constellation. The length of the code is N = qn and the number of users it can accommodate is M = qk. This
spherical code is theoretically excellent for low-rate fingerprinting because it has a high minimum distance.
Thus it is more difficult for colluders to construct from their fingerprints the one of an innocent user.

While the structure of this code is good, it remains to design an efficient decoding algorithm. The
most straightforward algorithm would be demodulation by hard decoding followed by the standard Welch-
Berlekamp decoder. However, if we consider an averaging attack plus white noise, this method fails because
the hard decoding will return any symbol of the K colluders with equal probability which is close to 1

K .
Therefore the demodulated sequence contains n(1 − 1

K ) errors in average. This is well beyond the error
correction radius n−k

2 when K ≥ 2 . He and Wu used the help of trimming symbols to find the most
likely colluder. While working well, this method is O(qN) and thus is costly in terms of computations
when N is extremely large. We can find faster decoding algorithms by using the particular structure of the
Reed-Solomon codewords.

The key is to use Guruswami-Sudan [10] decoding algorithm which has the capacity to correct as many

as n(1−
√

k
n )) errors. As a result, if we use a [n, k] Reed-Solomon code as outer code then our fingerprinting

code is a K- resilient anti-averaging collusion code if K satisfies:
n

k
≥ K2 (1)

The level of noise we can handle depends on how tight the inequality is and also of how the inner code is
decoded. For example, for a [31,5] Reed-Solomon code over GF(32), we have M = 325 = 33, 554, 432 and
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N = 31 × 32 = 992 and the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm can correct 18.55 errors. When K = 2, there are
15.5 errors in average so we can recover the two fingerprints if the noise is not too important.

Our code has a very low rate in comparison of the capacity of the collusion attack channel justifying the
use of codes with high minimum distance as outer and inner code. Y. Wang derived an expression for the
capacity C of the collusion attack channel for fingerprinting in the case of a gaussian host (see [9] for the
proof when K = 2). If the goal is to catch only one of the colluders then C is given by:

C =
1

2K
log2(1 +

Df

Dc
) (2)

If the goal is to catch all colluders, C is given by:

C =
1
2

log2(1 +
Df

K2Dc
) (3)

In both formulas, Df is fingerprint power per sample, and Dc is the colluder noise power per sample.

In theory, it is possible to catch the colluders with a probability of error as low as we want if the rate
R of the fingerprinting code satisfies: R < C where R = 1

N log2M . If we assume that q sastifies q = 2m

where m ∈ N and if our goal is to catch only one of the colluders, then when our code is K-resilient, its rate
R satisfies:

R ≤ m

2m−1K log2(1 + Df
Dc

)
C (4)

If our goal is to catch all colluders and if Df
K2Dc

� 1 by linearizing (3), we have :

R ≤ m

2m−1 Dc ln 2
Df

C (5)

We can see from (4) and (5) that the rate is very low in comparison of the capacity. The ratio between R
and C is dominated by 1

2m−1 which is very small when m is large. We need to have large m if we want to
accomodate many users or to be resilient to large coalitions. For instance, when K = 3, m = 6 and k = 3,
we have a code accomodating M = 643 = 262, 144 users of length N = 31× 32 = 4032 bits and with a rate
R = 0.0045. If our goal is to catch one of the colluders then C = 0.167 and R is 37 times slower than C.
If our goal is to catch all colluders then C = 0.076 and R is 17 times lower than C. The codes with high
minimum distance are optimal when the rate is much lower than the capacity. The numerical results above
show that with our construction we are in this regime. As a result, it is a good idea to use as outer code a
Reed-Solomon code, which is maximum distance separable, and an orthonormal code as inner code.

We hard decode the inner code and then use the Guruswami-Sudan decoding algorithm. This algorithm
requires a reliability matrix as input which here is defined by :

Ri,j = 1 if rj = αi (6)

where Ri,j is the entry (i,j) of the matrix, rj is the jth symbol of the Reed-Solomon codeword after hard
decoding, and αj is the jth symbol of the alphabet of GF(q). In the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm, we also
need to specify the interpolation multiplicity mi. We set it to mi = 1 to save computations even though we
lose some error-correction capacity. The implementation we used, which is based on [11], require to specify
the maximum degree L in Y of the interpolation bi-variate polynomial. Here, we set it here to L = K where
K is the maximum number of colluders that the code is supposed to resist. We assessed the performance of
this code against averaging attack with Monte Carlo simulations.

The results show that we can build a code resilient to 3 colluders of length only N = 4032 bits which can
still accommodate a large amount of users (M = 262, 144). This code is shorter than the code given in [4]
and support many more users for the same collusion resistance.
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k n q N = qn M = qk R d2
min K SNR P̂e

ˆP all
e Ntest

3 63 64 4,032 262,144 0.045 1.94 3 1 0 0.002 1,040
4 31 32 992 1,048,576 0.020 1.80 2 1 0.001 0.013 774
4 31 32 992 33,554,432 0.025 1.75 2 1 0.017 0.04 350

Table 1: n and k are the parameters of the Reed-Solomon code, q is the size of the alphabet, N is the length
of the code in bits, M is the number of users, R is the rate, dmin is the minimal distance of the code, K is the
number of colluders, P̂e represents the probability not to catch at least one of the colluders, ˆP all

e represents
the probability not to catch all the colluders, and Ntest is the number of simulations performed.

In fingerprinting problems, the goal is generally to catch only one of the colluders and this is what
measures P̂e. Indeed, most people are satisfied with this goal because catching all colluders is far more
difficult especially if they do not contribute equally. We can notice from the results, that the value of ˆP all

e

is only a little bit higher than P̂e meaning that in most of the cases we can identify all colluders.

Observe that we do not provide results for more than 3 colluders. In our framework, to build a code
resilient to K colluders, we must satisfy the inequality n

k ≥ K
2 . For K = 10, the smallest code we can build,

if we restrict ourself to alphabets of size q with q = 2m where m ∈ N, is based on a [551,3] Reed-Solomon
code. We have N = 551× 552 = 304152 and M = 5523 = 168, 196, 608. With our Matlab implementation,
the decoding time was too long to carry out simulations. It is important to understand that this is not a
fundamental limitation of our scheme but only a practical one and that fast algorithms might be able to
handle the computations in this case.

To summarize, our simulations illustrated that our construction gives a low-rate code able to identify at
least one of the colluders and often all of the colluders against averaging attacks with a very low probability
of error.

3 Blind Fingerprinting of Images

Fingerprinting codes aim at protecting digital media such as music, images and videos. We propose to
demonstrate the applicability of our scheme to images. There are two categories of fingerprinting problems,
blind fingerprinting and non-blind fingerprinting, depending on the availability of the host at the decoder.
Blind fingerprinting has many advantages over non-blind fingerprinting. In non-blind fingerprinting, we have
to store all the contents distributed in a large database and if one covertext is lost then it will be impossible
to retrieve the fingerprints. In the previous works on fingerprinting, it was usually assumed that the host
was available to the decoder. However, we propose to apply our code to the more challenging problem of
blind fingerprinting using a linear cancellation method.

To embed a fingerprint of size N into a grayscale image, we take a level-2 discrete wavelet transform,
select randomly N coefficients in the middle frequencies and replace them by the values of the fingerprint.
Killing and replacing a small number of coefficients is a simple but efficient idea which is a small variation
of Florêncio and Malvar’s improved spread-spectrum (ISS) modulation [12].

We have chosen these subbands because modifications of their coefficients are not easy to filter but do not
influence too much the outlook of the host image. The position of the N coefficients can be seen as a secret
key, which will be needed to decode the fingerprint. We used the canonical orthonormal code, which can be
represented by the identity matrix. The fingerprint is therefore a binary sequence of n blocks. However, it
is not good to embed a binary fingerprint directly because the attackers will design an attack to identify the
wavelet coefficients taking only two values. Therefore, we need to map the fingerprint to a length-N real
sequence. There are many ways to do this. One is to apply orthonormal transforms to the blocks and then
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Figure 1: Location of the subbands where the fingerprint is embedded

concatenate them to get a fingerprint in RN . We also apply a scaling factor to get an energy per sample of
Df . NDf represents the global distortion introduced by the fingerprint.

The value of Df is chosen so that the fingerprinted image is perceptually identical to the host. We have
interest in making it the biggest possible so that the colluders won’t be able to add a lot of noise without
degrading the image but we also don’t want to degrade the image ourselves.

The attack studied is an averaging collusion followed by the addition of noise in the wavelet domain. The
attackers know that we are using only 3 subbands so they can limit themselves to adding noise in them only.
The noise we have chosen is a AWGN of variance Dc. After the averaging attack, the attackers will set up
perceptually Dc to the maximum level possible. They are willing to accept a lower quality than the original
as far as the artifacts are not too apparent.

To decode the image, we recover the N values of the coefficients according to the positions given by the
secret key, inverse the orthonormal transforms and input the results to our hard decoding algorithm.

We illustrate this embedding technique with a code of length N = 992 based on a [31,4] Reed-Solomon
code accommodating 1,048,576 users and resisting up to 2 colluders under averaging attack with an SNR
of 1 according to our simulations. We picked two users, embedded their fingerprints in the 512 × 512 color
Lena image, implemented an averaging attack, and verified whether we can recover their fingerprints. The
orthonormal transform we used is simply the discrete cosine transform (DCT) in each block.

(a) Original Lenna (b) Fingerprinted image of
an user

(c) Pirated image (Dc =
Df
5

)

(d) Pirated image (Dc =
Df)

Figure 2: Images at different stage of the simulations

One of the main property of our scheme is that the attackers cannot had enough noise to wash out their
fingerprints without degrading a lot the quality of the image. Indeed, they have to add noise on all of the
wavelet coefficients of the three subbands chosen for embedding, which makes a lot of coefficients. We first
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set Dc such that the ringing artifacts were becoming just apparent in the forgery which resulted in a SNR
of 5. This SNR being very high, the algorithm was able to identify both colluders. Then, we set Dc = Df to
have an SNR of 1 and observe the outlook of the forgery. As we can see on the image of figure 2, the ringing
artifacts are very visible and most coalitions won’t accept such a bad quality. Nonetheless, even then the
algorithm was able to identify all colluders.

Our scheme is a vast improvement over existing works in blind fingerprinting. Trappe et al. [4] used a
spread spectrum watermarking scheme. The drawback of this method is that the image itself plays the role
of noise for the fingerprint and thus reduces the probability of detection. As we used a linear cancellation
method, in our scheme the image is not a source of noise for the fingerprint and the performance will be
exactly the same as the one computed by the simulations of section 2 which gives P̂e = 1× 10−3 if we focus
on catching only one of the colluders.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a practical fingerprint code that is motivated by basic theory. Unlike the existing finger-
printing codes, it can accommodate a large amount of users despite being very short. As a consequence, it
can be used in large-scale multimedia redistribution. Moreover, it can be extended to blind fingerprinting.
Its shortness allows to use a simple linear cancellation embedding scheme and to embed the fingerprints with
high energy protecting them from being wash out by the colluders.
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